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Preface

Welcome to Birmingham for the eighth Birmingham Movement Disorders Course. We sincerely hope that you will find the Course valuable, stimulating and enjoyable.

We are indebted to our speakers who have put considerable effort into both the preparation of their talks and the Course handbook. We hope that the book will prove an invaluable reference tool. We encourage people to Tweet during the meeting using #BhamModis as we often add extra material during the discussion or contact us via @bhammodis.

We are especially grateful to the staff of the West Midlands Regional Office of the Royal College of Physicians who organised the Course to their usual exceptionally high standard.

We hope that you will learn much from this Course about the whole breadth of movement disorders. We also hope that you will meet old and new colleagues here and perhaps strike up friendships which will last for the rest of your careers. You are here to learn, but nobody said you shouldn’t enjoy it!

Best wishes

Professor C E Clarke

Dr D J Nicholl
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